SIEMPAT RUBE IV VILLAGE
PAKPAN BHARAT REGENCY

LEGEND

TOTAL AREA: 4432 Hectares
PROPOSED AREA: 3121 Hectars
PROPOSED MAP INFORMATION (ENGLISH)

PROPOSED MAP AREA
DELLENG SIBERTENG COMMUNITY
SIEMPAT RUBE IV VILLAGE
PAKPAK BAHARAT REGENCY

SCALE 1:15,000

PROYEKSI: TRANSVERSE MARCATOR
SISTEM GRID: GEDG GEOGRAFIS
DATUM: WGS 84

TOTAL AREA: 4432 Hectars
PROPOSED AREA: 3121 Hectars
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INFORMATION

APL = OTHER USE AREA
H = PROTECTED FOREST
HPK = CONVERSION PRODUCTION FOREST
HPT = LIMITED PRODUCTION FOREST
H = NATURE RESERVE AND CONSERVATION AREA
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